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ABSTRACT 

An extensive group of loosely related functional somatic disorders, disorders without 
direct organic cause and where the emotions are observed or suspected to have major 
impact, remain difficult to understand  
because the process by which the emotions could do this has not been clear. These dis-
orders are known by many names; among them are psychosomatic, psychogenic, hys-
terical, and functional somatic symptoms. They may be either continuous or episodic. 
They may involve more than one bodily organ, but not necessarily. They may involve 
hidden childhood abuse or other unsuspected or unremembered trauma. Most often, 
several emotions are implicated but their nature may not be initially apparent.  

 Somatization may result when the Somatic Affect, or bodily feeling state, of the 
emotion(s) involved with a psychotrauma share a common bodily location with a func-
tioning organ. This paper describes the Auto-Contractile Pain Reflex (ACPR), a reflexive 
reaction to painful somatic affect, which appears central to the formation and patho-
physiology of many of these disorders. The probable effects of this reflexive response on 
several bodily mechanisms are discussed, as well as a general treatment approach.  

BACKGROUND 

The assumption that the emotions play a formative role in physical health is widespread. 
“When you get your emotional act together, your body will get well” is a popular convic-
tion, and not only among laypersons – the principle threads through the alterna-
tive/complementary health movement and a significant portion of mainstream medi-
cine as well. One of the earliest to identify the role of emotions in physical health was 
Socrates who advised physicians to, “Heal the soul first”. In those days the passions 
(emotions) were understood to be felt experiences in an ethereal (pneuma)* soul body 
that was suffused† (krasis di’ holōn) throughout the physical body.1

                                                           
* The original meaning of pneuma is ‘breath’, but that did not mean the breath of air.  
It it is equivalent to the Hindu prana and Chinese ch’i or qi.  

 Instead of being a 
bipolar separation of Mind-Body, human beings were thought to be a Body-Soul contin-
uum, each part with some influence over the other. Since the emotions suffused the  
physical organs it logically followed that if the emotion was upsetting – fear, anger, 
shame, for example – the physical organ(s) the emotion(s) suffused would necessarily 
be upset. But the concept of a direct link between the emotions and the physical organs 
was lost when medical thinking (after Darwin and William James) ceded the Soul to reli-
gion, where any medical considerations have been largely ignored.  

† Similar to the way in which electromagnetic fields from radio, television, high voltage lines, and electrical appliances 
suffuse our bodies.  
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 But how to “get your emotional act together” remains a question; the emotions 
are not so submissive as to be easily dislodged – and they do not tread lightly.‡ The 
functional somatic disorders, disorders in which behavior, personal relationships, and 
other psychosocial factors are suspected of interfering with the functioning of the 
body’s organs, cross many fields of medicine. These factors may be hidden childhood 
abuse or other trauma. Their course may be relatively constant or episodic. The number 
continues to increase – among the most recently identified are severe paroxysmal hy-
pertension2 and non-epileptic attack disorder.3 (See Table.) They are pandemic; as much 
as one third of the population suffers from one or another functional somatic disorder4. 
Functional gastrointestinal disorders alone trouble up to 20% of the adults in the indus-
trialized world.5 Other studies indicate as many as 75% of physical symptoms presented 
to primary care physicians cannot be explained by organic cause alone, often indicating 
potentially treatable psychiatric (emotional) disorders.6

 Once known as ‘nervous affections’

 And these do not include the 
hundreds of not so minor ways the emotions plague the body on an everyday basis. 

7 or ‘nervous indigestion’8 the current welter 
of identifying terms: psychosomatic, conversion disorder, somatoform, psychogenic, 
hysteria, neurosis, etc., imply a separation between mind and body9 presuming that the 
body has gone awry as a result of one or another hidden mental or neurological factor. 
The most common term, psychosomatic, has come to suggest a hidden conflict between 
conscious and subconscious desires – a contention silently objected to by the suffering 
patient all the while the perplexed physician is silently contemplating it. The reluctance 
to identify these as real physical disorders is reflected in the title words – as well as the 
approach – of two recent comprehensive texts on the subject, Symptoms in the Mind10 

and Treatment of Functional Somatic Symptoms.11

                                                           
‡ “The emotions … are the most powerful of all human agencies, and have been well described as giants fighting for 
the bodies and souls of mankind.” From The Anatomy of Emotion  by Edward Lazell, 1929 

  

Examples of Functional Somatic Disorders 
Anorexia  
Bulimia 
Functional Heartburn 
Functional Constipation and Diarrhea 
Functional Sexual Disorder 
Irritable Bowel Syndrome  
Low Back Pain Syndrome 
Non-Epileptic Attack Disorder 
Premenstrual Tension Syndrome 
Psychogenic Migraine  
Severe Paroxysmal Hypertension 
Unspecified Dyspepsia 

These examples are drawn from the 1988 Rome Crite-
ria of Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders, the World 
Health Organization’s International Classification of 
Disease (ICD-10), DSM-IV, and other clinical observa-
tions. It is by no means complete; it includes only 
those disorders in which the impact of emotions on 
the body is so great as to be impossible not to recog-
nize. These are disorders where specific associations 
are shown between individual emotions and specific 
dysfunctions, such as the association between feel-
ings of inadequacy and irritable bowel syndrome, and 
between anxiety and digestive dysfunction.  
Some would include asthma, chronic fatigue syn-
drome, lupus, and psoriasis and other disorders in 
which the patient’s emotional state is suspected of 
contributing to the onset and course of illness.  

 

Few fields of medicine have demanded as much thought and effort to penetrate their 
obscurity as the functional somatic disorders. Unfortunately, while volumes have been 
written describing abstract relationships between one’s external and internal life, exact-
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ly how external life transforms or somatizes into internal bodily dysfunction has been 
left glaringly unclear. The simple explanation of the ancient Greeks that troubling emo-
tions upset the organs because they suffused them, has been replaced by lengthy ex-
planations that fail to describe in any objective detail how psychological responses to 
psychosocial factors could disrupt normal, healthy organs in the many ways they so ob-
viously do.  

 

OBJECTIVES 

The hypothesis described in this paper is that the functional somatic disorders mainly 
arise, not from psychological or neurological factors as has been supposed, but from an 
intrinsic bodily reaction to the painful emotions involved with these disorders. Since this 
reaction is not mediated by the cerebral cortex it cannot be reversed by conscious in-
tention. The paper details biological mechanisms that disrupt normal functioning of 
healthy organs as a result of this reaction and describes a general treatment approach 
that is consistent with the hypothesis.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Current concepts of emotion 

The currently dominant school of medical/psychological thought places the emotions in 
an emotional/visceral brain that sends signals to many areas of the body resulting in 
overt physical symptoms. This concept generally follows Cannon’s principle that “tha-
lamic neurones …  discharge in a particular combination … to innervate muscles and vis-
cera … with thrills, excitements or depressions … as the neurones enter the afferent 
pathways (to the cortex)”.12

 The opposing school, relying largely on the reports of thousands of professionals 
that emotions are released from the body during and as a result of their bodywork, and 
on subjective experience, places emotion in the physical body.  

  

 However – whether the emotions originate in the brain, in the physical body, or 
even in a soul body as thought by the ancient Greeks – the hallmark of every emotion is 
its body-felt sensory experience – identified here as the emotion’s Somatic Affect.§

 

  

Characteristics of Somatic Affect 

1. Each emotion has its own specific somatic affect, or feeling-state. It is self-evident to 
almost all that love, joy, grief, anger, fear, shame, and inadequacy are all felt differently 
from each other.**

                                                           
§ Somatic Affect is defined as the core body-felt experience of an emotion, exclusive of any physical reaction, mental 
thought, or behavioral response that the somatic affect may provoke.  
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 At least one authority maintains that emotions cannot be perceived by an inner 
sense,13

2. All somatic affects are centrally located deep within one of three regions of the torso. 
We experience the feeling states of love, joy and grief within the chest, feeling states of 
anger, excitement and fear within the upper abdomen, and feeling states of confidence, 
shame and inadequacy within the lower abdomen.  

 but the fact that a few cannot internally sense emotion does not mean that it is 
not possible for others to do so. Whether the inability to internally sense emotions re-
sults from a genetic deficit as in color-blindness, from a psychological factor, or from 
deep somatic repression is an individual question.  

 There is near universal agreement as to these anatomical loci; a heart shape, as 
one example, indicates love to most people in nearly all cultures and religions.  

3. The somatic affects of anger, embarrassment, fear, grief, inadequacy and shame are 
experienced in the same region of the torso that contains the bodily organs with those 
emotions which are psychologically linked in the functional somatic disorders.  

 In Western psychological profiles, anger and fear are largely associated with 
functional eating disorders, shame and inadequacy with functional colon problems, grief 
with functional chest pain, and fear with functional respiratory disorders. In a similar 
fashion, Chinese medicine identifies the Seven Emotions of anger, joy, worry, anxiety, 
grief, fear, and fright as being associated with specific organs and specific organ dys-
function.14

4. The somatic affects of anger, embarrassment, fear, grief, inadequacy, and shame are 
all experienced as being somatically painful.  

  

 Even though not usually identified in the literature as being painful,†† it is self 
evident that these emotions and their variants are painful. Many have reported having 
had emotional pain more excruciating than any physical pain they had ever known. Ex-
cept for intensity, the anguish of physical pain in the heart is little different than the an-
guish of intense grief. The most extreme result of grief is cardiac arrest,15 Isocrates’ 
heart stopped from grief when he learned of the loss of the battle at Chersonesus.16 
Fear can also cause cardiac arrest as can joy that is so intense as to become painful.17

5. All pain, whether physical or emotional, initiates a strong contractile reflex, which has 
been identified and termed the Auto-Contractile Pain Reflex (ACPR).

  

18 This ability of the 
emotions to provoke visceral contractions has only recently been identified,19 but it is 
certainly not a new thought.20 Once initiated, the reaction is maintained as long as the 
precipitating impetus continues.21

                                                                                                                                                                             
** For purposes of brevity only a few primary emotions are listed here. The fact that all are usually preceded by the 
words “I feel …” rather than “I think …” indicates that they are truly emotional feeling states and not just mental 
thoughts or concepts.  

  

†† Over fifty current texts on emotion, functional somatic disorders and pain were consulted in preparation of this article; 
only one indexed the term ‘painful emotions’ or identified emotions as being intrinsically painful.  
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 An example of physical response to pain occurs when muscle tissue surrounding 
a broken bone contracts. The phenomenon is medically identified as the ‘splinting re-
flex’ because it immobilizes the broken ends of the bone. Usually described as innate 
bodily wisdom because it prevents the sharp ends from further damaging the surround-
ing tissue, the reflex is not always wise; for example it immobilizes a dislocated shoulder 
and prevents it from regaining its normal position.  

 One common experience of ACPR occurs when a sudden painful gas bubble 
causes the gut to contract, an event most have experienced at one time or another. The 
body reacts equally to pain of physical or psychogenic origin.22,23

6. Because painful somatic affect is experienced deep within the torso, the visceral con-
tractions encircle and constrict the physical organs that reside within the affected bodily 
region.

 There is no essential 
difference between the gut spontaneously contracting around a painful bubble of gas or 
around the painful gut-felt emotions of embarrassment and/or shame.  

‡‡

 This is often felt as the cramping of the upper gut while waiting to deliver a 
speech, report to the boss, or ask someone out on a date. An extreme example of in-
tense abdominal emotional pain is the battlefield terror that clamps the lower abdomen 
with enough force to cause involuntary urination and defecation.  

  

7. These contractions inexorably impinge upon the tissue of the bodily organs they en-
close and the constriction that results will impede normal functioning of the affected 
organ. Constant or recurring painful emotional stimuli reinitiate the contraction, result-
ing in a long-term functional somatic disorder. The idea that contraction causes organs 
to malfunction is not new. In the 2nd century A. D., Soranus of Ephesus, a leading gyne-
cologist of the Greek Methodist medical tradition, identified constriction as the cause of 
dysfunctioning organs24 and treated them with a range of procedures designed to relax 
and dilate them.25

 Even the simple constricting pain of anxiety interferes with digestion; the con-
stricting emotions of deep shame, overwhelming grief and breathtaking fear upset nor-
mal functioning more profoundly. 

  

8. Painful somatic affect does not readily abate because the contraction initiated by 
emotional pain traps the pain that caused it. These spontaneous ‘gut reactions’ are diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to offset by conscious intention because they are not filtered, or 
mediated, through the cerebral cortex.26

 The contraction initiated by the painful emotion traps the emotion as it sur-
rounds the pain, just as touching a live electric wire with the palm provokes a reflex that 
contracts the palm and causes it to clench the wire.  

  

 A crying child illustrates how difficult, if not impossible, it is to overcome this 
contractile reflex through conscious intent. Each inhalation the child takes expands the 

                                                           
‡‡ In 1595 Thomas Wright wrote in Passions of the Minde, “Two sorts of Passions affect all men, some dilate, and 
some compress and restringe the heart….” 
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pain of sadness, this in turn re-contracts the chest, causing the child to shudder and 
gasp through the episode.  

 The well-known reaction of the single celled amoeba proteus, which has no mus-
cles, demonstrates the effects of ACPR; when touched by a needle probe the amoeba 
contracts and enfolds the needle. The amoeba is unable to eject the intruding needle; it 
is only by the slow migration of ligands from the contracted area to the opposite side of 
the cell that the amoeba is able to eventually move away from the intrusion.  

9. Since the organs in the gut and the gut itself are poorly enervated, the physical con-
tractions are not felt as strongly as they might be if occurring elsewhere in the body. 
This scarcity of nerves does not, however, prevent the perception of emotional pain, as 
emotional pain appears to be experienced without nociception.  

 The gut is so poorly enervated that, “we are unaware of the contractions and 
relaxations of the stomach and intestines during digestion, of the rubbing of the stom-
ach against the diaphragm, of the squeezing motions of the spleen, of the processes of 
the liver… ”.27

 Pain and the perception of pain are only partially understood.

  
28 Until recently it 

was assumed that pain was entirely a nociceptive process (activation of nerve filament 
endings in the skin and/or viscera by noxious elements) however it is now known that 
some pain can be experienced without nociceptor input.29

10. Since ACPR is independent of conscious awareness, memory of the events associat-
ed with the painful emotions may be lost to consciousness without lessening the ad-
verse visceral effects of ACPR.  

  

 Early-life trauma may be associated with somatic symptoms years later.30  

Patients with chronic intractable abdominal pain (CIAP) often report prior physical or 
sexual abuse.31 Functional somatic disorders are often indicators of hidden childhood 
sexual, emotional or physical abuse32 or other hidden trauma.33,34,35

 

 

Impact of visceral contraction on local body tissue  

Contraction of major abdominal muscle groups may account for a large portion of bodily 
organ dysfunction but smooth muscle tissue is probably involved as well. Smooth mus-
cle tissue regulates many organ functions,36,37 and smooth muscle cells contract under 
pressure38

 First and foremost, the organ’s ability to function is entirely dependent upon a 
common factor – the continual supply of nutrients and removal of waste products. Both 
actions are accomplished in capillary beds of the vascular system that are woven 
through each organ. All necessary hormones, amino acids, lipids, glucose, and other nu-
trients are perfused through the walls of the capillaries into the organ tissue while car-
bon dioxide and waste metabolites are drawn off.

 as well as initiating and maintaining contraction in their regulatory processes. 

39 Insufficient perfusion causes many 
disease states40 and functional disturbances will occur when perfusion falls below the 
basal metabolic demands of the organ.41  
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 Flow through every capillary is regulated by a precapillary sphincter which con-
sists of a single smooth muscle cell spiraled around the capillary’s entrance.42,43

 Contraction, either because of emotional pain directly affecting the precapillary 
sphincters, or indirectly because of the major visceral reflex, will reduce perfusion to the 
organs situated within the region of painful somatic affect. The impairment of capillary 
perfusion over the long term will thus be a primary factor in the pathophysiology of the 
functional somatic disorders.  

 These 
precapillary sphincters can not be controlled through the cerebral cortex because they 
are not enervated. They respond only to the demands of the local tissue they serve. Par-
tially contracted when at rest, the sphincters open fully when relaxed by histamine and 
other waste metabolites thrown off by nearby tissue cells during normal cellular activity.  
Since capillary diameter is slightly less than an average red blood cell, which squeeze 
through by distorting the capillary, even a slight additional constriction will affect capil-
lary flow and perfusion. (See figure) 

 In addition to controlling capillary perfusion, smooth muscle tissue is found in 
the walls of all hollow internal structures including the organs, the digestive tract where 
it regulates phasic relationships, and the blood vessels. The baroreceptors on the aortic 
arch and carotid arteries that control blood volume and pressure are dependent on the 
intrinsic mechanisms of smooth muscle tissue. These functions are usually not mediated 
by the cerebral cortex, or controlled by the central or autonomic nervous systems. 
While the CNS does mediate peristaltic action, local phasic action of the gut is largely 
controlled by the gut’s smooth muscle tissue. It is unlikely that any organ system even 
partially dependent upon smooth muscle tissue to regulate its actions would function 
normally when impacted by the pressures induced by emotional pain.  

 

Clinical observations that support the hypothesis. 

Two pilot studies have demonstrated the relationship between local emotional pain, 
ACPR, and the functional somatic disorders. These studies were organized following 
numerous reports of relief of functional somatic disorders following SHEN Physio-
Emotional Release Therapy sessions during which deeply held emotional trauma was 
released. SHEN® techniques focus the bioflux, or qi, from the practitioner’s hands at the 
anatomical loci of painful somatic affect to eliminate deeply held emotional trauma and 
pain.44

 The first study, on premenstrual tension syndrome, showed “significant long 
term symptom relief and behavioral change with 11 out of 13 subjects” after the hidden 
feelings of shame and inadequacy were released during SHEN procedures applied at the 
region of the uterus and ovaries.

  

45 The eleven reported greatly lessened symptoms dur-
ing the six-month follow-up period. Several who reported being “nearly out of control” 
when pre-menstrual, reported marked reduction of symptoms following treatment, 
achieving states of calmness they had not believed impossible. All subjects had received 
either two or three treatments at the height of symptoms. (The two who showed no 
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change were controls whose symptoms had not meet criteria for premenstrual tension 
syndrome.) 

 During the second study, on long-term migraine syndrome, “24 out of 35 mi-
graines were aborted in mid-attack during treatment.” Here the SHEN focussed relaxa-
tion procedures were applied to the region of the baroreceptors on the aortic arch and 
carotid arteries. All subjects accessed and released deep grief; many reported the sur-
facing of previously hidden memory of childhood events that were directly linked to the 
onset of the migraines. All reported greatly lessened frequency of attacks. Several long-
term migraine sufferers reported no further episodes for periods well outside their 
normal expectations.46

 Subsequently, several hundred cases of functional somatic disorders of all sorts 
with similar outcomes have been documented by hundreds of SHEN practitioners in the 
United States, Canada, England, Ireland, Norway and Scotland. In all cases, painful emo-
tions were released during treatment.  

  (One, who had endured migraines of three to four days duration 
at least every two weeks, reported no migraines at all for over two years following 
treatment, after which contact was lost.)  

 Additional support comes from Chinese biofeedback technicians who use bio-
feedback techniques during which temperature in the gut is reduced in order to reduce 
anger.47

 

  

TREATMENT APPROACH 

Many patients are resistant to psychotherapy for disorders they perceive to be physi-
cal,48

 

 and ordinary massage or biofeedback relaxation techniques are not suitable be-
cause they cannot address the deep smooth muscle tissue tensions involved. Tech-
niques that relax the deep local tensions resulting from painful somatic affect appear to 
be the most promising treatment approach, one easily combined with psychotherapy 
for added benefit when the patient is not resistant.  

CONCLUSION 

There is substantial evidence that the body, feeling what is inside itself, responds direct-
ly to the presence of painful emotions by contracting around the interrelated painful 
somatic affect. This involuntary, reflexive contraction appears to be the initiating step in 
the pathophysiology of the functional somatic disorders by provoking deleterious re-
sponses in the surrounding tissue. Release and completion of the painful emotions asso-
ciated with the psychotrauma that preceded the functional somatic disorder appears to 
complete the disorder. By extension, the model offers a rationale for how grief at the 
heart-thymus region might depress T-cell production and how the fluctuating day–to–
day experience of emotion stresses and affects bodily functions in other ways we have 
come to expect as normal. 
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 Obviously, further clinical study will be needed for both the hypothesis and the 
best treatment approach to be securely established. The wealth of subjective observa-
tions of so many people, the anecdotal records of thousands of bodywork practitioners, 
and the real possibility of more effective treatment for the functional somatic disorders 
urge that this be undertaken. The benefits to those who suffer from these disorders and 
to the cost of health care would be enormous.  
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